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Abstract
The mean square displacement
〈
(x(t)− x(0))2
〉
of the position x of an independent particle of
mass m at thermal equilibrium is evaluated quantum mechanically in the presence of a periodic
potential. When the potential is constant, an analytical expression is obtained: initially, the mean
square displacement grows quadratically with time and later on the growth becomes linear, with the
slope ~/m. The problem is also treated numerically by solution of the time dependent Schro¨dinger
equation with an initial thermal wave packet. As an application, the motion of a thermalized CO
molecule along the 〈100〉 direction of a Cu(100) substrate is calculated in the independent particle
formalism, which is shown to capture qualitatively well features of experimental observables from
neutron scattering and helium-3 spin-echo experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper the quantum dynamics of a particle moving at thermal equilibrium in
a one-dimensional periodic potential is investigated with the special focus on evaluating
and analyzing the mean square displacement, or mean square deviation (MSD) δ2x(t) =〈
(x(t)− x(0))2〉
θ
, where x(t) is the quantum mechanical expectation value of the particle’s
position at time t in a thermal state. Such states can be characterized by a set of random
numbers θ and 〈·〉θ is the average in the sense of the arithmetic mean over these states. The
main motivation of the present work is the study of the diffusion of particles adsorbed on
crystalline surfaces. Some of the results presented here should also be relevant in quantum
transport theory.
Diffusion has been understood as the result of stochastic processes since more than a
century [1–4]. Half a century ago diffusion of particles were studied experimentally with
neutron scattering at liquids [5], and more recently with helium spin-echo spectroscopy
at crystal surfaces [6]. Other experimental methods use laser induced thermal desorption
measurements [7], optical diffractometry [8], NMR spin-echo techniques [9, 10], or scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) [11–13]. Theoretical and experimental developments related to
diffusion in condensed phases and at surfaces have been continuously reviewed in the past
50 years [6, 14–22] (this list being necessarily incomplete).
In our classical understanding, diffusion is a consequence of randomized many body in-
teractions. Nevertheless, the delocalized nature of the quantum mechanical state of a single
particle inherently reflects the diffusive character of its motion [23, 24]. Fu¨rth related this
character to the uncertainty principle [25]. The thermal probability density of a single adsor-
bate, for instance, is extremely delocalized on the adsorption substrate and the uncertainty
to find a particle at a specific position in space increases with the size of the space. Under
these circumstances it seems worth to investigate how the temporal evolution of the mean
square displacement of a particle’s position looks like, when the particle’s dynamics is de-
scribed entirely by quantum mechanics, say, from the solution of the Liouville-von-Neumann
equation for a thermal state. To the best of our knowledge, this question does not seem to
have been investigated so far.
Because quantum mechanical delocalization is a peculiar property of a single particle,
this investigation is conveniently conducted, in a first approach, in the independent particle
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formalism of a many body system. This will be the approach adopted in the present work.
Any possible interaction among the particles or between the particles and their environment
that leads to a dissipation of energy will be discarded. Only an external, periodic potential
will be considered, under the influence of which the particle will be considered to move.
Potential barriers will be the signature of surface corrugation that likely reduces the particle’s
mobility.
Friction, which is related to random many body interactions via the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem, is consequently excluded in the present approach. One may argue that, under these
conditions, it is meaningless to study diffusion. While it is conceptually interesting to re-
open the question of diffusion without friction [25, 26], this is not the aim of the present
work. Rather, the focus will be on properties of the time dependent MSD of an indepen-
dent, thermalized quantum particle, on their relation to properties of diffusion and, quite
critically, on their potential relation to observables. Obviously, the neglect of many body
interactions is a strong approximation and the present approach will correspondingly yield
approximate results, only. Quite in the spirit of ref. 1, one might expect that results will
hold qualitatively during a certain, potentially short time interval, at least as long as the
neglected interactions do not too strongly affect the dynamics of individual particles.
Scattering experiments yield information on particle diffusion by means of the transforma-
tion of the inelastic scattering cross section to the space-time pair correlation function G(r, t)
formulated by van Hove [27]. The space Fourier transformation of the pair correlation func-
tion is the intermediate scattering function (ISF). The space-time Fourier transformation of
the pair correlation function is the dynamical structure factor (DSF). Diffusion coefficients
can be extracted as rate constants from the decay of the ISF, or as widths of the DSF. In this
sense, the quasi-elastic broadening of the DSF from helium-3 scattering experiments was ra-
tionalized full quantum mechanically from first principle calculations in a time independent
approach [28, 29].
Quantum mechanical effects on the diffusion of particles have been addressed in other
theoretical work based on centroid [30, 31] and ring-polymer molecular dynamics [32, 33],
Monte Carlo [34, 35] or instanton path-integral techniques [36]. In these approaches quan-
tum statistical properties are considered, whereas the actual particle dynamics is treated
classically. Similarly, diffusion rates have also been calculated using transition state theories
on the basis of the flux-flux correlation function [37–39] and theories of thermally activated
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structures with inclusion of quantum corrections [40–42]. In this context the work of Pol-
lak and coworkers over the past three decades deserves particular attention [43, 44, and
references cited therein]. Other authors solve the time independent Schro¨dinger equation
to obtain transmission probabilities [36] or rates by perturbation theory [45]. In some of
these works potential energy functions were obtained from ab initio calculations. Truly time
dependent quantum mechanical methods used to investigate diffusion are based on Bohmian
dynamics [46, 47], wave packet dynamics using a stochastic Schro¨dinger equation [48], or
quantized forms of the generalized Langevin equation [49, 50]. None of these time depen-
dent methods are ab initio, however, and many rely on coupling models with adjustable
parameters. In ref. 51 a pseudo-thermal wave packet was studied, which describes a CO
molecule initially localized in the Wigner-Seitz cell of a top adsorption site on a Cu(100)
surface. The time evolution of the wave packet was obtained by solution of the time de-
pendent Schro¨dinger equation in a four-dimensional potential energy surface from ab initio
calculations. The study rendered a time dependent escape probability and gave evidence of
CO tunneling at 200 K in the picosecond time domain. That study did not infer directly
on experimental observables, however. Methods to calculate diffusion coefficients in a time
dependent approach from first principle quantum mechanical calculations, i.e. in a full ab
initio calculation of the ISF, are still needed.
Another aim of the present study is therefore to work toward a numerical protocol, by
which diffusion coefficients can be determined from first principle, time dependent quan-
tum dynamical calculations. Although being grossly approximate, the independent particle
approach is the simplest one to start such a protocol.
It was pointed out by Vineyard [52] and Schofield [53], that the square of the time
dependent width of the Gaussian shaped main peak (r ∼ 0) of the self-part Gs(r, t) of the
pair correlation function can be interpreted as the MSD of scatterers. This works particularly
well within the jump diffusion model of Chudley and Elliott in the continuous diffusion limit
of small jumps or long times [54]. The method proposed in the present work allows us to
capture qualitatively well these observed features, despite the independent particle picture
and the lack of friction. Furthermore, it will be shown at the example of CO moving on
Cu(100) at thermal conditions, that the rate constant extracted from an average slope of
the MSD during a short, but sufficiently long initial time interval agrees semi-quantitatively
with a measured value of the diffusion coefficient. This result indicates that the quantum
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nature of the particle’s motion in the short time interval, during which it is independent,
might be more relevant for the long time diffusion behaviour than so far understood from
classical statistical physics.
The paper is structured as follows: in section 2 the theoretical framework of this paper
and the numerical methods are explained, working equations are derived, some concepts
are defined and a statistical model to interpret some of the numerical results is set up. In
section 3 results are presented and discussed. These include an analytical formula for the
MSD of a free moving quantum particle as well as the development of a numerical protocol
that might potentially lead in the future to the calculation of diffusion coefficients in a more
elaborate approach, in which friction is included. Section 4 concludes the work with a final
discussion of its perspectives.
II. THEORY
A. Quantum mechanical approach to δ2x(t) in the independent particle formalism
In the present work the system to be considered consists of an individual particle, the
states of which are described by the time dependent density operator ρˆ(t). The latter is
obtained as a solution of the Liouville-von-Neumann equation ρˆ(t) = Uˆ(t)ρˆ(0)Uˆ †(t), where
Uˆ(t) = exp(−iHˆt/~), Hˆ is the system’s Hamiltonian, h is the Planck constant and ~ = h/2pi.
ρˆ(0) is the initial density operator. The expectation value of the particle’s position is given
as the trace x(t) = Tr (xˆρˆ(t)), where xˆ is the position operator.
A thermal state of the system is appropriately defined in the basis of the system’s eigen-
states |φn〉 (n = 1, 2, . . .), whose energies are En. In the ensemble averaged view the hence-
forth generated density operator matrix is diagonal; 〈φn|ρˆ(T )|φn〉 ≡ ρ(T )nn are the time indepen-
dent thermal populations ρ
(T )
nn (t) = exp(−En/kBT )/Q(T ) = ρ(T )nn (0), while the off-diagonal
elements vanish. Here, T is the temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant and Q(T ) is
the canonical partition function. Indeed, in the ensemble average, the thermal density op-
erator commutes with the system’s Hamiltonian and is therefore constant. In such a view,
expectation values of observables in thermal states are themselves constants and the MSD
is expected to vanish identically.
When the view is adopted that a state is described by a typical member of the thermal
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ensemble, rather than by its statistical average, the off diagonal elements of the density
operator matrix are non-vanishing, time dependent coherences ρ
(T )
nm(t) (n 6= m). Coherences
reflect random fluctuations of the density matrix, which vanish upon statistical average.
These fluctuations are essential, however, for the calculation of the MSD, and therefore it
is this second view that will be taken up in the present work. Randomness is also key in
linking the evolution of the MSD to diffusion.
Consistently with the independent particle formalism, coherences are preserved during
the time evolution. The adequateness of this approach to describe the time evolution of
a thermal state in general, and diffusion in particular, might nevertheless be questioned.
The onset of a thermal equilibrium is the consequence of the interaction between many
particles. Strictly, to correctly describe the time evolution of the system’s thermal state,
this interaction must be considered and one has to resort to more involved open system
quantum dynamical and reduced matrix density treatments [4, 15, 55, 56]. These techniques
will typically lead to quantum master equations which include population evolution and
decoherence. Other possibilities are the aforementioned path-integral techniques [31, 32, 36]
or Bohmian dynamics [46, 47].
Instead, in the present approach many body interactions are explicitly excluded. Ther-
mal equilibrium, not its onset, and hence any condition resulting from the contact with the
environment is described by the imposed initial condition. The dynamical system is closed,
which ensures conservation of populations and temperature. Any variation of the MSD will
hence be obtained within closed system equilibrium thermodynamics, which is a rather un-
common approach to diffusion [4]. While realistic potentials from first principle calculations
that influence the mobility of the particles can be used, friction and random forces will
be missing in the independent particle formalism. Due to this weakness, the formalism is
not expected to yield full quantitative agreement with experimental observables. Yet, and
despite its simplicity, this approach will allow us to fetch essential physical properties of the
system that are typical for diffusion. It should be understood as a first step of a protocol for
the calculation of diffusion coefficients from first principle calculations. The hope is that,
once included in further steps, many body effects, relaxation and dephasing, also in connec-
tion with the coverage degree of the surface, will gradually lead to a refinement and exact
quantitative predictions.
In practice, to obtain the time evolution of the MSD from numerical evaluations, periodic
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boundary conditions will be used. Numerical results will therefore not exactly reflect the
motion of truly independent particles. Only when the size of the periodically repeated cell,
in which a particle is located, is sufficiently large, results for the independent particle will
be recovered.
B. Specific expressions for δ2x(t)
The system considered is a particle of mass m moving in a one-dimensional potential
V (x). Hˆ is the corresponding system Hamiltonian:
Hˆ = − ~
2
2m
∂2
∂x2
+ V (x) (1)
The potential energy function shall be periodic in the lattice constant a: V (x+ a) = V (x).
The system is cast in periodic super-cells of length L = N × a. The ratio a/L = 1/N can
then be considered to be the coverage degree of the one dimensional lattice.
Let
|ψ(0)〉 = |ψ(T )〉 ≡
∑
n
e−β En/2 + i θn√
Q
|φn〉 (2)
be an initial thermal wave packet where the quantities 0 ≤ θn ≤ 2pi are random angles,
En and |φn〉 (n = 1, 2, . . .) are eigenvalues and eigenstates of the system’s Hamiltonian Hˆ
defined in Eq. (1), and Q is the canonical partition function:
Q =
∑
n
e−β En (3)
Here and in the following, β ≡ 1/(kBT ). The state defined in Eq. (2) is a typical member
of the thermal ensemble [57].
For t > 0, the thermal wave packet evolves as the solution of the time dependent
Schro¨dinger equation
|ψ(T )(t)〉 =
∑
n
e−β En/2 + i θn − iEn t√
Q
|φn〉 (4)
The density operator ρˆ(T )(t) = |ψ(T )(t)〉〈ψ(T )(t)| is the solution of the Liouville-von-
Neumann equation with initial ρˆ(T )(0) = |ψ(T )(0)〉〈ψ(T )(0)|. Its matrix elements in the basis
of eigenstates are
ρ(T )nm(t) = 〈φn|ρˆ(T )(t)|φm〉 =
e−β(En + Em)/2
Q
ei (θn − θm)− i (En − Em) t/~ (5)
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Eqs. (4) and (5) are valid in an independent particle formalism and, as assumed through-
out this work, in the high temperature limit, where symmetry restrictions due to the indis-
tinguishability of identical particles are not important. Later on, a model will be proposed
to rationalize some of the results obtained numerically. In that model it will be assumed
that, at some statistically distributed “collision” times, the state of the particle changes in
such a way that the thermal populations are conserved, but the phases undergo a complete
re-randomization by which coherences are destroyed.
Before undergoing such a hypothetical collision, particles are strictly independent, coher-
ences are preserved and the quantum mechanical MSD of the particle is
δ2x(t) =
〈(∑
n
∑
j
(ρ
(T )
nj (t)− ρ(T )nj (0))xnj
)2〉
θ
=
1
Q2
∑
n
∑
j
∑
n′
∑
j′
e−β (En + Ej + En′ + Ej′)/2
× xnj xn′j′
×
(
e−i (En − Ej) t / ~ − 1
) (
e−i (En′ − Ej′) t / ~ − 1
)
×
〈
ei (θn − θj + θn′ − θj′)
〉
θ
(6)
where xnm = 〈φn|xˆ|φm〉.
The averaged quantities
〈
ei (θn − θj + θn′ − θj′)
〉
θ
yield zero, unless n = j and n′ = j′, or
n = j′ and j = n′. But for n = j (and n′ = j′) the matrix elements xnn (and xn′n′) vanish,
by symmetry, so that only one double sum results in the expansion:
δ2x(t) =
1
Q2
∑
n
∑
j
e−β (En + Ej) |xnj|2
×
(
e−i (En − Ej)t/~ − 1
) (
ei (En − Ej)t/~ − 1
)
=
4
Q2
∑
n
∑
j
e−β (En + Ej) |xnm|2 sin2 [(En − Ej) t / 2~] (7)
Suppose now that at a certain time t the particle has undergone a collision. In this case
the density matrix has different, uncorrelated phases θ˜n at time 0 and θn at time t. The
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MSD then results from the average over both sets of random numbers:
δ2x(t) =
〈(∑
n
∑
j
(ρ
(T )
nj (t)− ρ(T )nj (0))xnj
)2〉
θ, θ˜
=
1
Q2
∑
n
∑
j
∑
n′
∑
j′
e−β (En + Ej + En′ + Ej′)/2
× xnj xn′j′
×
〈(
e−i (En − Ej) t / ~ ei (θn − θj) − ei (θ˜n − θ˜j)
)
(
e−i (En′ − Ej′) t / ~ ei (θn′ − θj′) − ei (θ˜n′ − θ˜j′)
)〉
θ, θ˜
(8)
Expansion of the product to be averaged yields〈(
e−i (En − Ej) t / ~ ei (θn − θj) − ei (θ˜n − θ˜j)
)
(
e−i (En′ − Ej′) t / ~ ei (θn′ − θj′) − ei (θ˜n′ − θ˜j′)
)〉
θ, θ˜
= e−i (En − Ej + En′ − Ej′) t / ~
〈
ei (θn − θj + θn′ − θj′)
〉
θ
− e−i (En − Ej) t / ~
〈
ei (θn − θj)
〉
θ
〈
ei(θ˜n′ − θ˜j′)
〉
θ˜
− e−i (En′ − Ej′) t / ~
〈
ei (θn′ − θj′)
〉
θ
〈
ei(θ˜n − θ˜j)
〉
θ˜
+
〈
ei (θ˜n − θ˜j + θ˜n′ − θ˜j′)
〉
θ˜
(9)
The averaged factors yield zero, unless n = j and n′ = j′, or n = j′ and j = n′. When
these factors do not vanish, the product yields the value 2. As in Eq. (6) above, only one
double sum results in the expansion and the MSD becomes thus the time constant quantity
δ˘2x ≡
2
Q2
∑
n
∑
j
e−β (En + Ej) |xnj|2 (10)
which we denote by the MSD symbol δ˘2x marked with a breve.
C. Ideal particles
When V (x) ≡ 0, or just constant, the system describes a freely moving particle. An
independent, free particle will be called ideal. It is shown in appendix A that the following
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expression follows from Eq. (7) and holds exactly for an ideal, thermalized particle of mass
m:
δ2x(t) =
~
m
(√
t2 + tb
2 − tb
)
(11)
where
tb ≡ ~
kB T
(12)
Eq. (11) will be further analyzed and discussed in the results section below. It holds strictly
for a one-dimensional particle. For the motion on a two dimensional surface or in the three
dimensional space, the result on the right hand side of Eq. (11) is to be multiplied by the
corresponding dimensionality.
D. Quasi-ideal particles and a statistical model
A particle moving in a constant potential under periodic boundary conditions will be
called quasi-ideal. In appendix B, it is shown that,
1. for a quasi-ideal, thermalized particle of mass m, δ˘2x is given analytically by the ex-
pression
δ˘2x ≈ L ~
√
2 β
pim
J
(
~2 β
2mL2
)
(13)
where the function J(y) is defined as
J(y) =
√
2pi
12
erf
(
1√
2y
)
+
2
√
pi
3
√
y

1− e− 12y
 y −
3− e− 12y
 1
4

(14)
2. the following relations hold:
δ2x(t) ≤ δ˘2x (15)
lim
t→∞
δ2x(t) = δ˘
2
x (16)
Eq. (13) holds the better, the larger L. Because J(0) =
√
2pi/12, lim
L→∞
(δ˘2x/L) =
~
√
piβ/m/6, so that δ˘2x scales with L in the limit L → ∞. Because of this asymptotic
behavior, Eq. (16) holds indeed both for the ideal and the quasi-ideal particle.
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Eq. (16) shows that δ2x(t) is asymptotically bound under periodic boundary conditions
for finite values of the periodic cell length L. The existence of a bound may on one hand
be viewed as being artificial and technically imposed by the boundary conditions. On the
other hand, δ˘2x is derived under the assumption that decoherence has taken place during the
motion of the free particle at a hypothetical collision with a neighboring particle.
The temporal evolution of the MSD obtained from Eq. (7) for finite values of the periodic
cell length L is therefore subject to the interpretation that it bears some signature of de-
coherence effects, despite the fact that, technically, it is entirely coherent. In the following,
a model is proposed based on a physical interpretation of the periodic boundary conditions
for thermalized states, by which such a signature of decoherence can be made evident for a
particle moving in a constant potential.
In the periodic framework used here, classical particles will move concertedly in different
cells and the minimal distance between any two particles is L. The same holds for localized
quantum particles in a coherent state and also for delocalized particles in a thermal state
defined by the same set of random numbers. Such particles would never collide, as they are in
different cells. In a thermal state, forward and backward directions of motion are described
simultaneously and particles have zero average velocities. Two particles in thermal states
with different sets of random numbers, may be regarded as residing in neighboring cells
and having momentarily opposite velocities. They may therefore collide after some time. In
performing an ensemble average over random phases in Eq. (6), one indeed considers particles
in thermal states having different, uncorrelated phases. While averaging over different sets of
random numbers one is therefore effectively taking into account such hypothetical collisions.
For free particles, the collision time is expected to be proportional to L/v, where v is the
expectation value of the particles’ relative speed, which can range between 0 and ∞.
On the basis of this interpretation, the following statistical model is proposed for the
MSD of a quasi-ideal particle moving in a periodic cell of length L: a particle of speed v
moves freely until a certain time αL/v, where α is an adjustable positive parameter; during
this period, the MSD is given by the expression given in Eq. (11); at the time αL/v, a
collision takes place and the MSD suddenly becomes δ˘2x; a continuous expression for the
MSD can then be calculated as an average over collision times or velocities.
Velocities of free particles are distributed according to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-
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tion (in one dimension):
p(v) =
√
2
pi
e−(v/vT )2/2
vT
(17)
Here vT is defined as
vT =
√
〈v2〉 =
√
kB T
m
=
1√
βm
(18)
and 〈v2〉 = ∫∞
0
v2 p(v) dv. The analytical expression for the velocity averaged MSD is then
〈
δ2x
〉
v
(t) =
αL/ t∫
v=0
p(v) dv δ2x(t) +
∞∫
v=αL/ t
p(v) dv δ˘2x
= erf
(
α
L√
2 vT t
)
v2T tb
2
(√
(t/tb)2 + 1− 1
)
+
(
1− erf
(
α
L√
2 vT t
))
vT tb L
√
2/pi J
(
(vT tb/L)
2/2
)
(19)
In the results section, the MSD of a quasi-ideal particle will be evaluated numerically
from Eq. (7) for variable sizes of the super-cell and compared with results from the analytical
expression from Eq. (19) to assess the appropriateness of the model. In the context of this
model, the time
tc = L/ vT = L
√
m
kB T
(20)
can be interpreted as being an average collision time for the otherwise free particle. Note
that tc/tb =
√
2piL/λT , where λT =
√
2pi~2β/m is the de Broglie wave length.
E. δ2x(t) for a particle in a general potential
When the potential function V (x) is of a general form, it is convenient to evaluate Eq. (6)
fully numerically. For practical reasons, one first solves numerically the time dependent
Schro¨dinger equation to propagate the initial state is the thermal wave packet |ψ(T )(0)〉,
given by Eq. (2),
|ψ(T )(t)〉 = e−i
Hˆ t
~ |ψ(T )(0)〉 (21)
in a finite representation space of basis states |χn〉, where n = −K, . . . ,K (K ∈ N). Because
of the periodic boundary conditions, and the periodicity of the potential, it is always possible
to label eigenstates with whole quantum numbers n ∈ Z, while granting En = E−n.
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Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are not generally known quantities for a general potential.
The initial thermal wave packet, at finite temperature T , is therefore generated following
ref. 58 from propagating a “white state” (at infinite temperature), defined by
|ψ(∞)〉 ≡
K∑
n=−K
ei θn√
2K + 1
|χn〉 (22)
along the negative imaginary time axis until τ = −i~/(kB T ):
|ψ(T )(0)〉 = e−i
Hˆ τ
~ |ψ(∞)〉 (23)
In Eq. (22) individual phases θn are drawn from random number generators.
The MSD is then obtained as
δ2x(t) =
〈(
〈x〉ψ(T )(t) − 〈x〉ψ(T )(0)
)2〉
θ
(24)
where 〈x〉ψ(T )(t) = 〈ψ(T )(t)|x|ψ(T )(t)〉. Statistical averages are computed on the basis of
maximal 800 sets of random phases. This number was found to yield converged results with
respect to the size of random sets. Results for the MSD from Eq. (24) expectedly converge
to those from Eq. (6) or Eq. (7) for sufficiently large representation bases.
For both imaginary (Eq. (23)) and real time propagations (Eq. (21)) the Multi-
configurational Time-Dependent Hartree (MCTDH) program was used [59, 60]. To this
end, an exponential discrete variable representation (DVR) is chosen to represent opera-
tors and wave functions. The corresponding finite basis functions are periodic plane waves
χn(x) = e
−iqnx/√L, qn = 2pin/L, i.e. the periodicity is L. The Schro¨dinger equation was
integrated using the variable mean field integration scheme of MCTDH with a Runge-Kutta
integrator of order 8, an error tolerance of 10−8 and zero initial time step size. Using the
MCTDH program to treat the present one-dimensional problem is not a necessity. It is
convenient, however, in view of the prospective extension of this study to many dynami-
cally coupled dimensions in the future. Routines to generate thermal wave packets were
implemented [61, 62] and tested [63] in MCTDH, but not used in the present work.
As an application, we consider the specific potential function
V (x) =
∑
k=4,6,8
Vk sin (pi x/a)
k (25)
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where V4 ≈ 381 hc cm−1 , V6 ≈ −698 hc cm−1 , V8 ≈ 582 hc cm−1 , and a = 255.6 pm. This
form describes the first “adiabatic channel” for the diffusion of CO on a Cu(100) surface in
the 〈100〉 direction [28, 51, 64], in which the variation of the zero point energy was included
approximately from the variation of the harmonic zero point energies between the top and
bridge sites as calculated in ref. 64. The barrier for this potential is 270 hc cm−1 ≈ 33.5 meV
(a plot of the potential is depicted in ref. 28).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Ideal particles
Eq. (11) is derived in the appendix and holds for an ideal, thermalized particle. Ideal gas
molecules moving at temperature T are ideal particles at thermal equilibrium and therefore
the probably simplest possible approximate realization of an ideal particle is a noble gas at
high temperature and low pressure.
The result contained in Eq. (11) merits a few comments. First, from classical mechanics,
the MSD of an ideal thermalized particle is δ2x(t) = 〈v2〉 t2, with 〈v2〉 = kB T/m, i.e. the
motion is ballistic (δ2x(t) ∝ t2) for unlimited times. The motion of the ideal thermalized
quantum particle is ballistic, δ2x(t) = (kB T/2m) t
2 + O(t4), only during an initial time
t . tb; furthermore, the coefficient of the t2-behavior is only half the size of the coefficient
for the MSD of the classical ideal gas molecule.
Secondly, the ideal quantum particle shows, after some initial time, a typical feature
of Brownian diffusion, in that δ2x(t) ∝ t. The characteristic time tb marks somehow the
transition from ballistic motion to Brownian diffusion-like motion (see Figure 1).
Considering only the behavior of the MSD, the ideal quantum particle seems, thirdly, to
undergo Brownian diffusion even in the absence of friction. In his seminal work [1], Einstein
postulated a dynamical equilibrium between the motion of a suspended classical particle
due to an external force acting on it and the gas kinetical diffusion process, which leads to
a diffusion coefficient that is proportional to temperature and inversely proportional to the
friction constant. A classical particle with zero friction has an infinite diffusion coefficient.
In contrast, the ideal quantum particle seems to have an intrinsic, temperature independent
diffusion coefficient, which can be generally given by the formula Dq = lim
t→∞
δ2x(t)/(2dt) =
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FIG. 1. Quantum dynamical time evolution of the mean square displacement δ2x(t)
for an ideal particle of mass m at temperature T according to Eq. (11); for t .
tb ≡ ~/kBT , the motion is ballistic; for tb  t, the motion becomes like a Brownian
diffusion δ2x(t) = 2Dq t; the quantity Dq = ~/2m is the slope of the interrupted line.
~/2m, where d = 1 is the dimensionality of the system. This formula was proposed by
Nelson [24], but probably used for the first time by Fu¨rth [25].
Finally, propagating a wave function for a free particle along the negative imaginary
time axis is equivalent to solving Fick’s second law for the wave function with the diffusion
coefficient Dq [23, 25]. Eq. (11), which is related to the evolution of the physical observable
δ2x in real time, might therefore not be unexpected. However, this equation cannot obviously
be derived from a propagation in imaginary time. Note that the ensemble averaged density
of thermalized ideal or quasi-ideal particles is a constant, both in space and time, satisfying
thus trivially Fick’s law without, however, enabling us to extract a diffusion constant from
this law.
The quantity ~/m has been reported previously to be related to the “quantum limit” of
diffusion. Enss and Haussmann determined a limiting value of ∼ 1.3 ~/m for the spin dif-
fusivity in the unitary Fermi gas using the strong-coupling Luttinger-Ward theory [65], for
which experimental evidence was given [66, 67]. Bruun [70] derives a variational expression
for the spin diffusion coefficient from the Boltzmann-Landauer equation, which is propor-
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tional to ~/m with dependencies on temperature varying from T−2 to T−1/2, depending on
the coupling and temperature regimes, and determines a minimum of 1.1 ~/m; a quantum
limited shear diffusion constant of 0.5 ~/m was also reported in ref. [71]. While in these
papers ~/m expresses a lower bound for the diffusion constant, Shapiro [68] calls ~/m a
“natural unit” for diffusion in cold-atoms diffusion, which “signals a crossover to a purely
quantum mode of transport”, and Semeghini and co-workers report on experimental estima-
tions of the “upper quantum transport limit” ~/3m from the measurement of the mobility
edge for 3D Anderson localization [69]. While all these papers deal with more or less strongly
and randomly coupled many particle systems, in the present work the expression for Dq is
obtained just from the random fluctuations of the thermal quantum state of an independent
particle in the absence of any interactions. To our knowledge, such an analytical result is
unprecedented.
Mousavi and Miret-Artes report on classical and Bohmian MSD of a free particle sub-
jected to a frictional force in the spirit of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck stochastic process (equation
78 and figure 2 in ref. 47). As in Eq. (11), the MSD changes character from ballistic mo-
tion to Brownian diffusion. The diffusion coefficient is temperature and friction dependent,
however, in agreement with Einstein’s formula, and the MSD shows the classical result cor-
responding to ballistic motion in the limit of zero friction. Figure 1 of ref. 47 shows the
time evolution of the uncertainty product: ∆x∆p is initially minimal, then increases with
time to a maximum and finally drops to its minimal value again in the long time limit. In
the present study the uncertainty product is always maximally infinite, due to the complete
delocalization of the thermal wave packet describing the free particle. On one hand, friction
must therefore somehow be related to an initial and final localization of the particle, which
is not considered in the present work. On the other hand, the result from ref. 47 misses
the transition from ballistic to Brownian diffusion-like motion described by Eq. (11) in the
absence of friction.
The diffusion of a particle immersed in a fermionic [50] bath was analyzed from numerical
solutions of a generalized Langevin equation for the quantum mechanical expectation value
of the particle’s position. Here, too, the MSD of the particle undergoes a transition from
ballistic motion to Brownian diffusion with a temperature dependent diffusion constant.
Unbounded diffusion with ballistic and Brownian diffusion limiting cases was reported as
being a consequence of spreading wave packets in the framework of Peierls substitutions for
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different regimes of the statistics of eigenstates [72]. In the present work, no randomness is
supposed for the values of the eigenstates.
B. CO molecules as ideal and quasi-ideal particles
For a zero (or constant) potential V (x) ≡ 0, En = ~q2n/(2m), and the matrix elements
xnn′ are given analytically (see appendix A). The sum in Eq. (7) is carried out numerically
and yields the MSD for what was termed a quasi-ideal particle above. The MSD of an ideal
particle is given by Eq. (11).
The lines shown in Figure 2 give the MSD of CO molecules moving at temperature 190 K
as ideal and quasi-ideal particles of mass m ≈ 28 u on a Cu(100) surface that is completely
flat, i.e. where the potential energy is constant. Any corrugation or barrier that could hinder
the free motion is thus entirely removed. System and temperature were chosen for the sake
of comparison with the MSD of a CO molecule moving along the nearest neighbor direction
on a perfect Cu(100) substrate (a ≈ 256 pm), to be discussed in the next section.
The interrupted black lines show the MSD of the quasi-ideal particle moving in super-
cells of lengths L = N × a, where N = 10, 20 and 40 (see caption). They correspond to
a 10, 5 and 2.5% coverage degree, respectively. Bases contain K = 100 × N functions, i.e.
a constant number of functions per elementary cell of length a, and results are numerically
converged. The continuous black line shows the MSD for the ideal particle, corresponding
to a 0% coverage degree situation.
Initially, the MSD of the quasi-ideal and ideal particles match. The larger L, the longer
is the agreement. The initial evolution is shown in an amplified plot in Figure C1 in the
appendix. For very short times of order tb, because sin((En − Ej)t/2~) ≈ (En − Ej)t/2~,
δ2x(t) ∝ t2 holds also from the numerical evaluation of Eq. (7).
For t → ∞ the MSD for the quasi-ideal particle stagnates asymptotically forming a
plateau which is also its upper bound. The positions of the plateaus increase linearly with the
super-cell length. They furthermore agree perfectly with the values δ˘2x(L = 10 a) ≈ 0.11 a2,
δ˘2x(L = 20 a) ≈ 0.22 a2 and δ˘2x(L = 40 a) ≈ 0.44 a2 from Eq. (13). Quite remarkably, the
asymptotic MSD is only a fraction of the area a2 of a primitive cell, even for super-cells 40
times larger. Boundary effects therefore influence the MSD evolution rather dramatically.
The low asymptotic bound of the MSD must be related to the extremely high degree of
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FIG. 2. Quantum dynamical time evolution of the mean square displacement (MSD)
δ2x(t) of a CO molecule (m ≈ 28 u) moving on a hypothetically flat Cu(100) surface
(a ≈ 256 pm) at a temperature T = 190 K. Black interrupted lines show the MSD
for quasi-ideal particles according to Eq. (7) for finite values of L: L = 10 a ( ),
L = 20 a ( ), L = 40 a ( ). The continuous black line is for L → ∞ (ideal
particle, Eq. (11)). The red interrupted lines give results from Eq. (19) with an
optimized parameter α = 0.35. The time unit is tb = ~β ≈ 40 fs.
delocalization of the thermal wave packet underlying Eq. (7) throughout the super-cell,
and a corresponding small de Broglie wave length, as discussed below. The delocalization
enhances the boundary effects.
The time evolution of the MSD for a quasi-ideal particle shows the characteristic pattern
of a confined diffusion [6], or of the diffusion in a Debye crystal [54]. Here, it can be under-
stood in terms of the statistical model outlined in the theory section, as shown by the red
interrupted lines in Figure 2 which reproduce the function 〈δ2x〉v (t) defined by Eq. (19), for
different values of the super-cell length L, and capture well the behavior of δ2x(t) when the
value α = 0.35 is assumed for all values of L. The good qualitative agreement between the
black and red interrupted lines supports the physical interpretation underlying the model, in
that the boundary conditions for thermalized states effectively reflect collisions and decoher-
ence. No quantitative agreement should be expected from this rather simple interpretation,
however. Addressing its reality is much beyond the scope of the present work. The model
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just underlines that the independent particle picture adopted here for the evaluation of the
MSD looses its legitimacy after some time and that a more realistic simulation of the evo-
lution of the MSD beyond that time would need interactions among particles somehow to
be included, which would lead to much more involved quantum master equations such as in
ref. 56.
C. Initial slope method
The result unveiled by Figure 2 has a methodological perspective. Quite obviously, the
initial MSD for the quasi-ideal particle is a good approximation of the MSD for an ideal
particle. Short time numerical evaluations are therefore trustworthy to assess the MSD in
cases when it is unknown in advance. In the case of the free particle, the slope of the MSD
for the quasi-ideal particle obtained graphically or numerically during a certain initial time
interval might be a reliable approximation for the asymptotic slope of the ideal particle. The
length of this initial time interval has an impact on the precision of the method. It must
not be too short, in order to avoid the initial quadratic growth, nor must it be too long, in
order to avoid the boundary effects. This method shall be termed initial slope method.
By comparing results obtained for different lengths of the super-cell, one deduces that
the length of the initial time interval needed for a reliable approximation of the MSD from
numerical evaluations of the free particle scales linearly with L. In the statistical model
inferred above to explain the long time behavior of the MSD for the quasi-ideal particle,
the average collision time tc is also proportional to L (Eq. (20)). Hence, within the collision
time interpretation, the appropriate length of the initial time interval is proportional to
the average collision time, which therefore somewhat plays the role of the time parameter
τ in Einstein’s work [1]. In appendix C the error made in the determination of the slope
is investigated in detail as a function of the initial time interval or the super-cell length
considered. One finds, for instance, that for L = 40 a, the graphical determination of the
slope entails a relative error of 10%, when restricted to the first 100 tb of the time evolution.
To apply the initial slope method to a particle moving in a general potential, Eq. (24)
rather then Eq. (7) is to be used, as eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are not necessarily
known. Hence, in addition to the systematic errors discussed above, statistical errors arise
from the numerical integration of the Schro¨dinger equation with initial randomized thermal
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wave packets. Figure 3 depicts the MSD for a quasi-ideal CO molecule in a super-cell of
length L = 10 a, at otherwise identical conditions as in Figure 2. Almost all lines were
obtained with 100 basis functions per elementary cell. The magenta line shows the result for
a single set of random numbers, i.e. a single quantum trajectory. The green line is the result
of the average over 10, the dark blue line over 200 and the red line is over 800 trajectories.
The light blue line is the result for the average over 800 trajectories and 200 basis functions
per elementary cell, i.e. twice as many basis functions as for the red line. The drawing of
this line includes error bars of ±1 standard deviation to show one example of the statistical
uncertainty. The solid black line is the result from Eq. (24), the interrupted black line is the
analytical result from Eq. (11) (valid for L→∞).
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FIG. 3. MSD for a freely moving CO molecule and conditions as in Figure 2.
Continuous lines show the MSD for the quasi-ideal particle with a super-cell length
L = 10 a. The black line, with the label “n”, results from the numerical evaluation
of Eq. (7). The dotted black line, labeled “t”, is the result for the ideal particle
from Eq. (11). Colored lines result from Eq. (24). Color codes relate to averages
over different sizes of the statistical ensemble of random phases, as indicated by
the key table (see text). The line labeled 800∗ was calculated with 200 functions
per elementary cell and 800 sets (see text); for this line, statistical error bars of ±1
standard deviation are also indicated as vertical bars.
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Up to time 20 tb, δ
2
x(t) from all three equations, Eqs. (24), (7) and (11) agree well within
acceptable errors of maximal 10 %. Statistical errors are vanishingly small in this interval,
when more than 200 quantum trajectories are run. For times beyond about 50 tb, δ
2
x(t)
from Eq. (24) and Eq. (7) still differ even after averaging over 800 trajectories. Differences
can be further reduced, if the basis is increased.
Eq. (24) was used to test whether boundary effects could be removed, or at least dimin-
ished, by the use of appropriate complex absorbing potentials (CAP). Several attempts to
minimize these effects were carried out, inspired by the work in refs. 73 and 74. By choosing
an appropriate CAP it is indeed possible to extend the time range during which the MSD
increases nearly linearly. However, both the form of its initial behavior as well as the slope
of the function at later times differ in an irrational way from the form imposed by Eq. (11),
so that the use of a CAP was not further considered. The failure of a CAP to reproduce
Eq. (11) both qualitatively and quantitatively is most likely related to the high degree of
delocalization of the initial thermal wave packet.
To summarize the results obtained so far, the quantum mechanical time evolution of the
mean square displacement (MSD) of a free, independent particle of mass m at temperature
T shows a constant slope in the long time limit, which is one characteristic feature of
Brownian diffusion. The value of this slope can be obtained to any desirable precision from
the numerical solution of the time dependent Schro¨dinger equation and an initial thermal
wave packet within a certain initial time interval that scales with the length of the periodic
super-cell. The longer the cell, the more accurate is the approximation, the more precise is
the method. Statistical errors from averaging over sets of random phases used to define the
initial thermal wave packet can be made smaller, the larger the sampling sets.
The initial slope method outlined in this section will be used in the following section to
investigate the MSD of an independent particle moving in an external potential.
D. CO along the 〈100〉 direction on Cu(100)
Eq. (24) is used in this section to simulate quantum dynamically the MSD of an isolated
CO molecule along the 〈100〉 direction of a Cu(100) crystal. The potential function is given
in Eq. (25). As for the free particle case discussed above, the dynamics is subjected to
boundary effects, basis size and the number of random phase samples, which are examined
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in detail in appendix D. The resulting MSD is depicted as a black continuous line in Figure 4.
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FIG. 4. One dimensional quantum simulation of the MSD δ2x(t) for a CO molecule
moving along the 〈100〉 direction on a Cu(100) crystal surface at T = 190 K, ac-
cording to Eq. (24) and using the potential function of Eq. (25) (continuous black
line). Here 800 random phase sets, 100 states per elementary cell and a super-cell
size N = L/a = 80 are used. The interrupted black line is a linear fit to δ2x(t)
(see text). Red lines describe the free CO particle in the absence of any potential
function (as discussed in Figure 2): the continuous red line is a direct numerical
evaluation of Eq. (7), the dotted red line is the analytical result from Eq. (11) with
Dq = ~/2mCO ≈ 6.98 10−4 a2/tb ≈ 113 A˚2/ns.
Remarkably in this figure are two features of the black line: a nearly periodic behavior
of the MSD and a slight, more or less linear ascension of the base line. Such a behavior
has been known to exist since many decades from the inelastic neutron scattering at liquids.
Figure 3 of ref. 5 shows the time evolution of the width of the main peak of the self-part
of the pair-correlation function obtained from incoherent neutron scattering at liquid lead.
The similarity of the behavior is clearly apparent, both regarding qualitative aspects of
the functions as well as the order of length and time scales. In ref. 54 Chudley and Elliott
analyzed the neutron scattering data with a jump diffusion model which predicts an initially
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oscillating width following a Debye crystal model with (cit.) “some slight increase at large t
and a very considerable increase at t ∼ 10−11 sec to raise the curve up to the diffusion value”.
To our knowledge, however, no closed analytical formula has yet been derived to explain
the overall behavior of the MSD in the presence of a periodic potential. In this context,
we should mention simulations of the auto-correlation function for gas phase benzene after
neutron Compton scattering [75].
Following Chudley and Elliott, the initial, nearly periodic behavior of the MSD can on
one hand be related to a CO molecule moving in the confinement of an elementary cell
of length a. The MSD for a classical harmonic oscillator yields a periodic variation of
δ2x(t) with the period of τ = 2pi/ω, where ω is the angular frequency of the oscillator [52].
Evaluation of Eq. (7) (see Eq. (E5) in the appendix) yields the same temporal variation of
the MSD for the quantum mechanical harmonic oscillator, but the amplitude varies from
that given in equation 35 of ref. 52. The wave number of the fundamental transition of a
CO molecule moving in the potential of Eq. (25) is ν˜ ≈ 14.6 cm−1 (from ref. 28). One
then gets τ = 1 / ν˜c ≈ 56 tb. The evolution of the MSD is not perfectly periodic because
the potential is anharmonic. The theoretical value for the wave number is from ref. 28; it
underestimates the experimental value [76] for the frustrated translation mode by a factor
of two, mainly because the motion of the copper atoms is frozen in the one dimensional
model of Eq. (25) [64]. This discrepancy has no bearing, however, on the conclusions drawn
further below.
On the other hand, still following the Chudley-Elliott model, the evolution of the MSD
also reflects discrete jumps between neighboring cells which are smoothly damped out to give
rise to a slow linear increase of the width characteristic of long time continuous diffusion. As
a guide of the eye for the linear increase of the MSD in Figure 4, a linear function c1 × t+ c0
is fitted to δ2x(t), with equal weights to all points of the function. Figure 4 also shows this
function.
The linear fit describes the evolution of the base line or the median of the MSD. This
median is defined as the average of the MSD over one period of intra-cell diffusion. For a
statistically relevant fit it is interesting to include many periods. The time interval of 250 tb
includes about 5 periods of length ∼ 50 tb, which imposes in this case a super-cell length of
about 80 times the length of an elementary cell to achieve the desired precision within the
initial slope method.
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This analysis suggests that the evolution of the MSD may be interpreted as being the
consequence of two superimposed processes: an intra-cell diffusion, characterized by the
approximately periodic motion confined to one elementary cell and also termed “vibrational
dephasing” in ref. 6, and an inter-cell diffusion, related to the monotonically increasing
median of the MSD in the long time limit. The linear fit stipulates that the inter-cell
diffusion is Brownian.
In this spirit, the slope c1 may be interpreted as a diffusion coefficient D
(the) = c1/2 ≈
2.5 10−5 a2/tb ≈ 4.1 A˚2/ns. The uncertainty of this value is estimated to be at least ±1 A˚2/ns
because of the limited precision of the initial slope method. Calculations can be easily carried
out at different temperatures and for other crystallographic directions along the substrate.
For instance, D(the) decreases to about 1 A˚
2
/ns at 150 K. Because of the large errors, however,
it is unreasonable to give a quantitative account of these studies at this stage.
The experimental value of the unidirectional diffusion coefficient of the CO molecule on
Cu(100) along the 〈100〉 crystallographic direction can be determined from the broadening
of the dynamical structure factor (DSF) S(∆K,ω) in the quasi-elastic helium-3 scattering
experiments [77]. The width of the DSF at ω ≈ 0 in the long wave length limit (∆K =
0) increases quadratically with ∆K, and its curvature is the diffusion coefficient [17, 54].
Evaluation of figure 1 of ref. 77, at T = 190 K yields D(exp) ≈ (1.2± 0.4) A˚2/ns.
The aforementioned theoretical result is about 4 times larger than the experimental value.
At this stage, a few remarks are pertinent and necessary:
1. In the independent particle picture of the present work many body interactions, and
consequently friction, are discarded. It may hence be argued, that the quantity D(the)
derived in the present analysis of the numerical data cannot be related to a diffusion
coefficient in the classical sense, in which the linear asymptotic increase of the MSD
is one necessary property of diffusion, but not a sufficient one.
2. In the present paper it was shown that the quantum dynamical evolution of δ2x(t) for
the ideal particle is a linear function of time for long times. The form of this function
in presence of a periodic potential is unknown. The stipulated linear increase at long
times could be expected [3, 54], but is not proven in the present case study. It might
hold as long as the independent particle picture is accurate, which could be proven
numerically by extending the simulation to much longer times than discussed in the
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figures of this section. Such an extension involves a significant increase of the number
of elementary cells and basis functions to be included in the calculations, in order to
ensure convergence to within the tolerated error estimates, and is beyond the scope of
the present work.
3. The experimental result was obtained at a coverage degree of 10% (0.1 ML). The
theoretical result has the given precision for a periodic grid with a super-cell length of
80 a, which corresponds to a coverage degree of about 1%. Inclusion of explicit many
body interactions between the adsorbed CO molecules is necessary, if the coverage
degree is to be increased in a similarly precise theoretical treatment.
All these elements render a direct quantitative comparison of the experimental with the
theoretical result for the diffusion coefficient potentially derivable from Figure 4 seemingly
impossible at the present stage. Yet, the calculated evolution of the MSD and the mod-
eling of the data indicate that the quantum nature of the motion of thermalized particles
implies characteristic features of diffusion. There is qualitative agreement between the time
evolution of the MSD and results stemming from the interpretation of neutron scattering
data [5, 54].
Rather than claiming that the slope D(the) = c1/2 is the diffusion coefficient of CO on
Cu(100), one might guess that it can be viewed as a limiting value for this quantity, which
would be reached in the limit of zero friction and zero degree of coverage. The finiteness of
this limit may then be seen as a consequence of the quantum nature of the dynamics. The
following arguments support this conjecture.
The value estimated above for the slope of the MSD of CO on Cu(100) is larger than
the experimental value for the diffusion coefficient, perhaps more than can currently be
considered acceptable. While this discrepancy could possibly be related to a wrong potential
barrier obtained from ab initio calculations in ref. 64, which would then be too low, it can
as likely be explained by the lack of friction. It is conceivable that friction contributes to
slowing down the motion, leading thus to a decrease of the slope of the MSD. The Einstein
relation D = kBT/mγ, where γ is the friction constant, underlines this idea.
Effects due to friction might not necessarily be detectable in the time window of the
present study. In the case of CO moving on a Cu(100) surface, coupling to substrate
phonons is believed to be the major source for friction [78]. The friction constant is es-
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timated experimentally [79] to be γ ≈ 0.12 ps−1, giving hope that friction might be treated
as a perturbation of the independent particle dynamics, the effects of which start to be-
come important only toward the end of the time window discussed in Figure 4 at t ≈ 10 ps
(250 tb). Presumably, inclusion of friction would lead to an additional flattening of the line
at longer times. Random collisions with neighboring molecules will very likely decrease the
diffusion coefficient in the course of time. The statistical model inferred above to explain
the asymptotic flattening of the MSD for a quasi-ideal particle supports this view. However,
to increase the time window while keeping the level of precision of the method, the cover-
age degree must be further reduced, or interactions between adparticles must be explicitly
included.
The model in equation 78 from ref. 47, where the MSD indicates Brownian diffusion for
a free particle for times t >> γ−1, reflects such a flattening. Using the aforementioned
friction constant, the asymptotic diffusion coefficient kBT/mγ ≈ 4.7 104 A˚2/ns for a “free
CO molecule” on Cu(100) at 190 K obtained from that model is much larger than the value
Dq = ~/2mCO ≈ 113 A˚2/ns from Eq. (11), and also way larger than the experimental value.
A comparison with the latter is of course inappropriate, as the actual diffusion of CO on
Cu(100) needs activation energy. In the activated quantum diffusion treatment of ref. 44,
escape rates increase but the mean square path length decreases with the reduced friction
constant (see table I therein).
The effect of the activation barrier for the diffusion is well captured in Figure 4. The red
lines recall the MSD for the CO molecule in the hypothetical case of a vanishing potential.
The dotted red line is the exact function from Eq. (11) and yields the aforementioned
value of Dq. The continuous line is from Eq. (24). δ
2
x(t) in average clearly slows down
with increasing barrier height. The comparison between the interrupted black and red lines
shows in a physically consistent way the effect of the potential barrier and, in a larger sense,
surface corrugation. Similarly to the force exerted on the moving adsorbate during its way
up to the barrier, friction breaks the particle and slows its speed.
These arguments suggest that Dq = ~/2m might even be an upper limit of the diffusion
coefficient of a free particle of massm, when the friction constant tends to zero. As mentioned
above, quantities of the order of ~/m were shown to be lower limits of the spin diffusion
coefficient [65, 70], while ~/3m was given as an upper limit for quantum transport [68, 69].
In spin diffusion, scattering may reduce the diffusion coefficient through inhomogeneous
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broadening or the Coulomb drag effect, but may also enhance diffusion by suppressing
inhomogeneous broadening [20]. The spin diffusion coefficient is not simply comparable with
that of an adsorbate moving on a surface. Furthermore, the results presented in references 65,
68–70 relate to ultracold atoms or systems approaching the critical temperature to the
superfluid phase. Cases of very low temperatures cannot be addressed within the formalism
of the present work.
To summarize, despite its large uncertainty due to both theoretical approximations (inde-
pendent particle) and methodological restrictions (finite length of the super-cell), the value
for the slope of the MSD obtained with the initial slope method can intelligibly be conjec-
tured as being a limiting value of the actual diffusion coefficient. This value is reached in the
quantum mechanical description of the motion under thermal equilibrium conditions in the
limit of zero friction. This assertion needs of course verification by further calculations that
include friction, which should also finally allow us to assess the quality of the underlying
potential energy surface.
Such calculations can only be carried out in an extension of the method that includes
many body effects in one way or the other in an open system quantum dynamical treat-
ment to describe friction, in which stochastic processes become naturally involved via the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem. In a stochastic process the long time evolution of the MSD
is an accumulation of short time evolving MSD. When a stochastic process is Gaussian, then
the diffusion coefficient resulting from the long time evolution of the MSD should be closely
related to that resulting from the evolution in a short time [4], such as D(the) obtained by an
extended initial slope method, in which friction or other effects from many body interactions
are included in a perturbative manner.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In the present work the mean square displacement (MSD) δ2x(t) of a thermalized particle
of mass m moving in a one dimensional, periodic potential V (x) was calculated quantum
mechanically within an independent particle formalism. A key aspect of the formalism
is that a thermal state of the particle is described by a typical member of the thermal
ensemble, rather than by its statistical average. As a consequence, the probability density
shows fluctuations which are essential to obtain quantum mechanically a time dependent
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MSD.
Different approaches were analyzed leading to three in principle equivalent equations for
the MSD: one by numerically integrating the Schro¨dinger equation (Eq. (24)), the other
by numerically evaluating the MSD while avoiding the explicit numerical integration step
(Eq. (7)), and an analytical result (Eq. (11)), valid in the case V ≡ 0 for an ideal quantum
particle. Solving Eq. (7) is particularly suitable when the energies En and wave functions
φn(x) of the particle’s eigenstates as well as the matrix elements xnn′ = 〈φn|xˆ|φn′〉 are
accessible analytically.
Eq. (11) reveals an interesting behavior: while initially of ballistic character, the MSD of
the ideal quantum particle of mass m moving in an unrestrained manner at temperature T
gains the character of a Brownian diffusion after a time of order tb ≡ ~/(kB T ). The tem-
perature independent slope of the MSD obtained at long times is given by Dq = ~/(2 dm),
where d is the dimensionality of the particle. While this quantity cannot be directly related
to a diffusion coefficient in the classical sense, due to the absence of friction in the theo-
retical framework that led to it, several arguments were presented indicating that it might
hypothetically be a finite limit of the diffusion coefficient of a free particle, which would
imposed by quantum mechanics in the limit of zero friction.
In numerical evaluations with periodic boundary conditions the MSD for a free particle
initially overlaps with the analytical result but then evolves asymptotically into a plateau
which defines its upper bound. The longer the periodically repeated cell, the higher is the
asymptotic value. This value equals the value the MSD would have gained if, in the course
of its free evolution, the particle had undergone a collision or any other interaction leading
to a decoherence of its density matrix. A simple model based on statistically distributed
collision times allows one to describe qualitatively the numerical result and to interpret
the onset of the plateau as resulting from a decoherence that is effectively generated by
the boundary conditions. To verify the truthfulness of this interpretation, real many body
interactions need to be considered in a significantly more involved open system treatment
of the dynamics, which is beyond the scope of the present work.
The main motivation of the present work is the quantum dynamical study of the diffusion
of particles adsorbed on crystalline substrates using realistic potential energy surfaces. To
this end, a numerical method, termed initial slope method, was developed on the basis of
the solution of the time dependent Schro¨dinger equation and initial thermal wave packets.
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Essential for this method is that the MSD can be reliably obtained from the numerical
evaluation at least during a certain initial time interval, as long as interactions perturbing
the independent particle formalism can be neglected.
As an example, the initial slope method was used to calculate the quantum mechani-
cal MSD of a CO molecule adsorbed at 190 K on a Cu(100) surface. Careful analysis of
basis size convergence and statistical errors leads us to conclude that the function δ2x(t) is
approximately given by the superposition of two processes: an approximately periodic vari-
ation with time and a linear increase of the base line. While the periodic variation can be
related to intra-cell diffusion, the steady increase of the base line possibly reveals inter-cell
Brownian diffusion in the presence of the periodic potential. Such an interpretation emerged
earlier from the Chudley-Elliott model for jump diffusion [54], where it was used to explain
the temporal variation of the width of the central peak of the space-time pair correlation
function obtained from incoherent neutron scattering in liquid lead [5], which is qualitatively
similar to the evolution of the MSD for CO on copper studied in the present work.
In the case of CO on Cu(100) at 190 K, the slope of the base line leads to a value of about
4 A˚
2
/ns for the diffusion coefficient, which is larger, yet still of the same order of magnitude
of the experimental value ∼ 1 A˚2/ns derivable from ref. 77. Quite remarkably, this result
is obtained from an independent particle picture of the dynamics in the absence of friction.
It is a consequence of the quantum nature of the adsorbed particle and the fluctuations
inherent to its thermal state. As for the free particle case, this value is conjectured here
to be a limiting value, possibly an upper bound, of the actual diffusion coefficient, which is
imposed by the quantum nature of the motion in the absence of friction. Classically, at zero
friction, the diffusion coefficient is infinitely large.
The present investigation is planed to be extended to a full dimensional treatment of the
dynamics using the MCTDH program on the global potential energy surface calculated from
ab initio calculations [64]. Inspired by previous work, inclusion of substrate atoms in the
dynamics in an explicit way [80], in a hierarchical effective mode approach [81], or in the
form of stochastic operators [82] will allow us to address more precisely the role of friction
on the specific dynamics of CO on Cu(100) from first principle calculations. Potentially,
non-adiabatic couplings will also need to be considered, although for CO on Cu(100) they
should play a minor role. Theoretical results can be expected to become full quantitative
once these additional effects have been considered, which should ultimately allow us to verify
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the method and to assess the quality of the potential energy surfaces calculated ab initio.
To this end, the present work delivers an important technical information by showing
that the quantum dynamical simulation of the long time evolution of a thermal state of the
adsorbate requires large grids corresponding to low coverage degrees of the substrate. In
the present study of CO on Cu(100), the independent particle picture was shown to hold
for times up to 10 ps at a coverage degree of about 1%. For typical experimental coverage
degrees of 10% or higher, explicit interactions between adsorbed particles need to be included
for longer simulations.
Accurate theoretical simulations of the diffusion of adsorbates on substrates are important
tools to increase our knowledge of this process. The present investigation has shown that
some essential properties of diffusion emerge naturally and quite realistically in a quantum
mechanical description of the adsorbates’ dynamics. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
allows one to measure diffusion rates at the single atom level [11–13]. With these techniques
the question arises, however, as to what extent the STM apparatus does not itself influence
the motion of the adsorbed species [83, 84]. It will be interesting to address this question in
the context of a full quantum mechanical simulation of the STM experiment that includes
the motion of the adsorbates.
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Appendix A: Free particle
We first consider a super-cell of length L with basis functions φn(x) = 〈x|φn〉 =
e−iqnx/√L, where n ∈ Z, and qn = n2pi/L = pn/~, where pn is the momentum of the
system in state |φn〉. For a free particle of mass m, V (x) ≡ 0, and these states are eigen-
states of the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) with eigenvalues En = p
2
n/2m = ~2q2n/2m.
The matrix elements xnj = 〈φn|xˆ|φj〉 can be expressed analytically:
xnj = i
(
2 sin((qn − qj)L/2)
L (qn − qj)2 −
cos((qn − qj)L/2)
qn − qj
)
(A1)
Note that xnn exists and yields exactly xnn = 0. Because qn = 2pi n /L, these matrix
elements simplify:
xnj =
 0 n = ji (−1)n−j+1qn − qj n 6= j (A2)
Insertion in Eq. (24) yields
δ2x(t) =
4
Q2
∞∑
n=−∞
′ ∞∑
j=−∞
′
e−β ~
2 (q2n + q
2
j )/(2m)
sin2
[
(q2n − q2j ) ~t / (4m)
]
(qn − qj)2 (A3)
Here the sums extend from −∞ to +∞, and a state with energy En is doubly degenerate
for n 6= 0. In these sums, the combination n = j is explicitly discarded, which is indicated
by the prime symbols.
The sums can be replaced by Riemann sums and, approximately, by the integrals:
δ2x(t) ≈
4
Q2
L2
4pi2
∞∫
−∞
′
dq
∞∫
−∞
′
dq′ e−β~2/(2m) (q2 + q′
2
) sin
2
[
(q2 − q′2) ~t / (4m)]
(q − q′)2
=
L2
2pi2Q2
∞∫
−∞
du −
∞∫
−∞
dv e−β~2/(2mL2) (u2 + v2) sin
2[~u v t / (2mL2)]
v2
(A4)
The prime symbols keep the same signification. In the second equation, the variable
substitutions u = (q + q′)L/
√
2 and v = (q − q′)L/√2 were adopted and the integral over v
is understood as the principal value (symbol −
∫
). The replacement of the sums by Riemann
integrals invariably leads to errors. Their relevance will be discussed in detail below.
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The two integrals can be evaluated separately. The integral over u yields
F (v, t) =
∞∫
−∞
e−β~2/(2mL2)u2 sin2
(
~ v t
2mL2
u
)
du
=
√
pim
2 β ~2
L
1− e− t
2
2β mL2
v2
 (A5)
Consider the two characteristic times: tc =
√
β mL and tb = ~β. Then the function
F (v, t) can be expressed as
F (v, t) =
√
pi
2
tc
tb
1− e− t
2
2 tc
2
v2
 (A6)
Note that, in the limit L→∞, the following expression holds for the partition function:
Q =
∞∑
n=−∞
e−β En =
∞∑
n=−∞
e−β ~2 q2n/(2m)
≈ L
2pi
∞∫
−∞
e−β~2/(2m) q2 dq = L
√
m
2piβ~2
=
1√
2pi
tc
tb
(A7)
The MSD is then approximately given by the integral over v:
δ2x(t) ≈
L2
2pi2Q2
−
∞∫
−∞
dv e−β~2/(2mL2) v2 F (v, t)
v2
≈ L2
√
2
pi
tb
tc
−
∞∫
0
dv e
− tb
2
2 tc
2 v
2
1− e
− t
2
2 tc
2
v2
v2
(A8)
In the last equation we used the fact that the integrand is an even function of v.
For ∞ > a ≥ 0 and b > 0, the integral
I(a, b) =
∞∫
0
e−b x2 1− e
−a x2
x2
dx (A9)
has an integrable singularity at x = 0, so that the principal value exists. An analytical
expression for it can be readily obtained:
I(a, b) =
√
pi
(√
a+ b−
√
b
)
(A10)
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While the principal value undoubtedly exists for a = 0, the result shows that for a→∞,
the integral diverges. The assessment of the error made by substituting the Riemann sums
by integrals presented in the next section gives further insight.
In terms of I(a, b), with a = t2/(2tc
2) and b = tb
2/(2tc
2), the MSD is then expressed as
δ2x(t) ≈ L2
√
2
pi
tb
tc
√
pi
√ t2
2 tc
2
+
tb
2
2 tc
2
−
√
tb
2
2 tc
2
 = L2 tb2
tc
2
(√
t2
tb
2
+ 1− 1
)
=
tb
2
β m
(√
t2
tb
2
+ 1− 1
)
=
tb
β m︸︷︷︸
~/m
(√
t2 + tb
2 − tb
)
(A11)
This is Eq. (11). In two dimensions, because the total square displacement is the sum of
the square displacements in two orthogonal directions, the result is to be multiplied by the
factor two. Similarly, in three dimensions, the factor three applies.
Despite the fact that the result is independent of L, Eq. (A11) is an approximation to
the sum in Eq. (A3) (and Eq. (24)) that becomes better, the larger L. Nevertheless, the
error can diverge for t→∞ and any finite value of L, as discussed in the following.
Appendix B: Free particle: error estimation and a closed formula for δ˘2x
The main cause of error between Eqs. (A11) and (A3) is due to the evaluation of the
integral in Eq. (A9). Let
f(x, a) =
1− e−a x2
x2
(B1)
where x, a ∈ R+. Let xn = n∆x, with n = 1, 2, . . . and ∆x > 0. For sufficiently small
∆x,
∫∞
0
f(x, a) dx =
∑∞
n=1 f(xn) ∆x+O(|f ′′| (∆x)3). The function f ′′ has an extremum at
x = 0: max(|f ′′|) = a2/2. With a = (t/tc)2/2, the error will hence evolve as t4(∆x)3. This
evolution is clearly illustrated in Figure 2 in the main part of the text.
Yet, Eq. (A9) suggests that I(a→∞, b) = ∫∞
0
e−b x2/x2 dx is related to the asymptotic
value δ2x(t→∞), which is finite for finite values of L, as shown in Figure 2. In the following
a closed analytical formula is developed for this quantity.
From Eq. (A5), F (v, t → ∞) = √pim/(2 β ~2)L, which can be obtained by replacing
sin2[~u v t / (2mL2)] ≡ 1/2 in Eq. (A4) and, consequently, in Eq. (A3). Upon replacement,
the resulting sum is exactly the expression for δ˘2x in Eq. (10).
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In order to obtain a closed formula for this quantity, we use the definition for the matrix
elements of the position operator given in Eq. (A1), i.e. we consider
δ˘2x =
2
Q2
∞∑
n=−∞
′ ∞∑
j=−∞
′
e−β ~
2 (q2n + q
2
j )/(2m) X2(qn − qj) (B2)
where
X(q) = L
(
2 sin(L q/2)
L2 q2
− cos(L q/2)
L q
)
(B3)
Because qn = 2pi n /L, X(qn − qj)2 = 1/(qn − qj)2 = |xnj|2. This change will not alter
the result expected for the sum in Eq. (10). However, it will change the behavior of the
corresponding Riemann integral. It leads to the replacement of the integral in Eq. (A9) by
J(b)− J(a+ b), where
J(y) = 2
∞∫
0
e−y x2
(
sin(x/
√
2)
x2
− cos(x/
√
2)√
2x
)2
dx (B4)
This integral can be solved analytically and yields Eq. (14). The error function erf(x) is
defined as
erf(x) =
2√
pi
x∫
−∞
e−y2 dy − 1 (B5)
Because erf(∞) = 1, erf(0) = 0 and lim
y→∞
(1− exp(−1/(2y)))y = 1/2
J(0) =
√
2pi
12
(B6)
J(∞) = 0 (B7)
Consequently, we may write
δ˘2x ≈ L2
√
2
pi
tb
tc
J
(
1
2
(
tb
tc
)2)
= L ~
√
2 β
pim
J
(
~2 β
2mL2
)
(B8)
For L→∞, this quantity scales with L and not with L2, as could have been expected.
The error made in approximating the Riemann sum by integrals can be assessed via the
function
f˜(x, a) =
(
1− e−a x2
) (
sin(x/
√
2)
x2
− cos(x/
√
2)√
2x
)2
(B9)
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The second derivative of this function can be given as f˜ ′′(x, a) = c1(x, a) e−a x
2
+ c2(x),
where c1 and c2 are analytical and bound on the real axis (for both x and a). In the limit
a → ∞ (corresponding to t → ∞), the error is therefore of order |c2(x)| (∆x)3, which is
convergent.
Appendix C: Free particle: graphical determination of the slope
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FIG. C1. Detail of Figure 2, see the caption of that figure for the definition of line
labels. Lines drawn in red are relative slopes (ordinate on the right hand side),
according to Eq. (C1). In all cases, for t . tb, δ2x(t) ∼ t2 (see Figure 1).
Figure C1 depicts the relative slope sr in the initial 20 tb of the evolution of the MSD.
This quantity is defined by
sr =
1
2Dq
dδ2x(t)
dt
(C1)
where 2Dq is the maximal possible slope attained for the ideal particle at infinite times. sr
rapidly increases from zero to a maximal value slightly below one. The maximum marks
an inflection point, beyond which the slope for the quasi-ideal particle slowly but steadily
decreases. The inflection points are approximately at 5, 7 and 9 tb, respectively, for L = 10,
20 and 40 a. The corresponding maximal relative slopes of 0.95, 0.97 and 0.98 are good
approximations of the ideal one. Alternatively, one might take the average relative slope say,
between the inflection point and some upper time limit. For the duration shown in Figure C1
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(20 tb), the average slope determined this way for the L = 10 a calculation is 0.91. In doing
so, one commits a systematic error of about 10%. For the L = 40 a calculation, this average
slope is 0.975 with a systematic error of about 2%. Let an acceptable upper limit for this
error to be of order 10%. Then the initial time interval must not exceed ∼ 20 tb for the
L = 10 a calculation and ∼ 80 tb for L = 40 a. Inspection of Figure 2 suggests an initial
time interval of about this length to be considered for the determination of the average slope
from the L = 40 a line. Indeed, the slope may even be determined graphically, with an error
of 10%, in the full initial interval [ 0 , 100 tb ], as the initial, fast increase of the slope due
to the quadratic increase of the MSD can be neglected in the low resolution of the figure.
At t = 100tb, the square root of the MSD is δx ≈ 0.4 a, which is comparable with the de
Broglie wave length for CO at 190 K, λT ≈ 0.1 a.
Appendix D: Convergence tests for the MSD of CO/Cu(100)
Figure D2 depicts the MSD in a super-cell of length L = 80× a for different basis sizes.
At this super-cell length, the critical time for the onset of boundary effects in the case of
the free particle under similar conditions is 200 tb. One might expect that this critical time
is similar for the particle moving under the influence of an external potential, so that for
the duration of the evolution shown in this figure boundary conditions should not severely
affect the dynamics.
The evolution is not perfectly converged in this figure. For instance, the relative difference
between the black (100) and red (125 functions per elementary cell) lines at t ≈ 180 tb is
about 20%. For the remainder of this study, we fix the basis size to 100 functions per
elementary cell and estimate the maximal relative error due to lack of basis size convergence
to be of the order of 20%.
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FIG. D2. δ2x(t) as in Figures 4. Color codes relate to different numbers of basis
functions: blue to 75, black to 100 and red to 125 functions per elementary cell.
Average over 800 sets of random phases. The statistical error from the ensemble
average is maximal 6% toward t ∼ 250 tb. Super-cell of length L = 80 × a, where
a = 255.6 pm is the crystal lattice constant. tb ≈ 40 fs, as in Figure 2.
We next discuss the convergence of the MSD with respect to the size of the super-cell.
Figure D3 depicts the MSD for different super-cell lengths L = N × a and 100 functions
per elementary cell. Again, the evolution is not perfectly converged in the first 250 tb of
the evolution. Very clearly, however, a super-cell with N = 20 readily drops off after 100 tb
Similarly to the free moving particle case this drop off is understood as an indicator for the
onset of boundary effects, which visibly takes place later than for the free particle (∼ 40 tb).
The N = 80 (black) and N = 120 (green) lines in this figure match well, while the N = 100
line (red line) clearly deviates from both. In the remainder of this study, a super-cell
containing 80 elementary cells will be considered. From the relative difference between the
black and red lines in Figure D3 at t ≈ 180 tb a maximal error related to boundary effects
of about 15% is estimated.
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FIG. D3. δ2x(t) as in Figure D2, using 100 states per elementary cell and super-cell
sizes; the numbers N = L/a are indicated in the color key table.
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Appendix E: Harmonic oscillator
For a harmonic oscillator with mass m and harmonic frequency ω, En = ~ωn (n =
0, 1, 2, . . .), and the position matrix elements become:
xnj =
√
~
2mω
×

√
j + 1 j = n− 1
√
n+ 1 n = j − 1
0 else
(E1)
Insertion into Eq. (24) yields
δ2x(t) =
4
Q2
~
2mω
( ∞∑
n=0
e−β ~ω (2n+ 1) (n+ 1) sin2
[
ωt
2
]
+
∞∑
j=0
e−β ~ω (2j + 1) (j + 1) sin2
[
ωt
2
])
=
4
Q2
~
mω
sin2
[
ωt
2
]( ∞∑
n=0
e−β ~ω (2n+ 1) (n+ 1)
)
=
4
Q2
~
mω
sin2
[
ωt
2
]
eβ~ω
( ∞∑
n=0
(n+ 1) e−β ~ω 2(n+ 1)
)
=
4
Q2
~
mω
sin2
[
ωt
2
]
eβ~ω
( ∞∑
n=0
n e−β ~ω 2n
)
(E2)
But
∞∑
n=0
n e−a n = − d
da
∞∑
n=0
e−a n = e
a
(ea − 1)2 (E3)
Q =
∞∑
n=0
e−β~ω n = e
β~ω
eβ~ω − 1
(E4)
so that
δ2x(t) =
4 ~
mω
eβ~ω(
eβ~ω + 1
)2 sin2 [ωt2
]
(E5)
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